Activity 11
Landscape Rubbing
Materials

Paper
Colours
Brushes
Scissors
Glue stick
Pencil
Rubbing

Take paper and pencil outside.

Look for interesting surfaces.

Place paper on top and hatch over the paper until the shape of the underground is visible.

Collect as many different rubbings as you like. The more the better.
Time for your Imagination

Have a look at your rubbings.

Which ones do you like best?

What does each rubbing remind you of? Clouds, flowers, birds...There is no limit to your imagination!
This one could be a flower meadow...
Add some Colour

Use your rubbings as an inspiration. I started with one, that looked like a cloudy sky...
Cut out and arrange
Glue to Background

You can try to blend your cutouts to the background, if you like.
Share with us! #uillinnconnect